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A

Moody 101
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Threat Modeling in 600
seconds or less (ok, I
lied, more like 2,400)

10:00-11:00

ICS Ransomware and Lessons
from Conti Chat Logs

11:00-12:00

Watching Kittens at Play:
Dissecting an Iranian
Advancing DevSecOps Metrics
Nation State Interactive
Intrusion

11:30-13:00

Lunch

13:00-14:00

14:00-15:00

15:00-15:30
15:30-16:00

A Log4Shell Practice
Exploitation Range in the
Cloud

Hacking OT Software – A
case study of breaking a
wide selection of products

Migrating IoT to the Cloud,
Consumer Identity Theft
Security Considerations and
101: What You Need To know
Benefits
Clean Forensics: Analyzing
network traffic of vacuum
bots

Writing Powerful Pentest
Reports
Malware Analysis of
Microsoft Excel Documents

16:00-16:30

Beat'em at Their Own Game Darkweb Intelligence

16:30-17:00

I Know What You Did Last Know the Environment Better
Summer… I’m Still Hacking Than Devs, how network data
Your Small Business
can power visibility,
detection, and response
programs for securing cloud
workloads

17:00-18:00

After Party

Track 3

Sponsor Hall

Moody 102
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08:30-10:00

Registration

10:00-11:00

Stop Trying to be a Unicorn!

11:00-11:30

Read the Room

11:30-12:00

JavaScript Obfuscation It’s All About
the P-a-c-k-e-r-s

11:30-13:00

Lunch
ClearedJobs.Net

13:00-14:00

Spilling the Beans: How to
Spot a Bad Pentest

14:00-15:00

Utilizing Your Skill
Sets and Opening New
Opportunities from a
Different Perspective

15:00-16:00

Awakened Training

17:00-18:00

After Party

Resume Review
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Track 1
UC Conference Room A
10:00 - ICS Ransomware and Lessons from Conti Chat Logs
- W. Garrett Myler
A recent report highlights the threat ransomware poses to critical
infrastructure, that the manufacturing sector is the target of
choice, and that Lockbit 2.0 and Conti groups account for over half
of ICS ransomware attacks in 2021. However - sector wide - wind,
food and beverage, and rail sectors appear to be more vulnerable
than manufacturing. An independent analysis of recently-leaked Conti
chat logs provides insight into ransomware targeting and nuance in
assessing cyber risk.

11:00 - Watching Kittens at Play: Dissecting an Iranian Nation
State Interactive Intrusion
- Ryan Thompson
State-nexus threat actors are often perceived as mythological
creatures that can infiltrate a system with a snap of their fingers
and operate without a trace. While threat actors should not be
underestimated, they work within the same constraints that operating
systems place on all users. Through a retrospective look at a
PIONEER KITTEN intrusion, attendees will gain insight into how
nation state-nexus actors operate in the wild and how to unearth
adversarial tradecraft in their own environment.

13:00 - A Log4Shell Practice Exploitation Range in the Cloud
- Karl Sickendick
The Log4Shell vulnerability disturbed more than a few peaceful
holiday breaks... Callbacks and shells were popping all over the
birdsite, for those of us watching. To play along at home you need
some targets though... This talk shows you how to setup those
targets in your personal AWS shooting-range in a jiffy
(approximately).

Track 1
UC Conference Room A
14:00 - Migrating IoT to the Cloud, Security Considerations
and Benefits
- Jonathan Fisher
Securing IoT devices is complex, but Cloud platforms help alleviate
core security concerns such as availability, authentication/
authorization, and logging. When migrating IoT devices to the Cloud,
which platform should you use? We will introduce core IoT services
within the major cloud providers (AWS, Azure, and GCP) and
investigate their pros and cons.

15:00 - Clean Forensics: Analyzing network traffic of vacuum
bots
- Karan Dwivedi
Have you ever wondered how vacuum bots work under the hood? How safe
is your home’s floor plan that these bots automatically scan? This
talk will walk you through a step-by-step procedure on how you can
perform network forensics on vacuum bots all from the comfort of
your own home. The audience walks away with not only the awareness
of security and privacy issues with vacuum bots but also a method to
research on their own.

16:00 - I Know What You Did Last Summer… I’m Still Hacking
Your Small Business
- Vincent Matteo
In this talk, we’ll explore the steps an attacker might use to mask
their identity, hide their tracks, and we’ll examine some real-world
scenarios from over the past year where full compromise had been
accomplished through human error, seemingly harmless configurations,
and vulnerable products. We’ll then explore avenues for engaging
employees and management through gamification and we’ll outline
several cost-effective measures to create a more hardened
environment.
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Track 2
Moody 101
10:00 - Threat Modeling in 600 seconds or less (ok, I lied,
more like 2,400)
- Kat Fitzgerald
Threat Modeling in only 10 minutes? I’m in!! Oh wait, it’s really 40
minutes? That’s cool, I can work that in. Yes, Threat Modeling is
both FUN and EXCITING and can shave tons of time off SDLC - if done
right. So let’s get down and dirty and see what it takes to do a good
Threat Model!!

11:00 - Advancing DevSecOps Metrics
- Mark Peters
Everyone wants better metrics to make better decisions. Do you know
how to advance your metrics to create success? Integrate a clear path
to improved performance.

13:00 - Hacking OT Software – A case study of breaking a wide
selection of products
- Michael Heinzl
As part of a personal case study, I’ve performed security assessments
against a wide selection of OT products from 20+ different vendors,
resulting in the discovery of over 300 security vulnerabilities. In
this talk I would like to provide an overview of my approach - which
was mainly a combination of fuzzing and manual testing, present some
specific examples and share my experience and challenges in
coordinated disclosure with various CERTs and PSIRTs around the
globe.

Track 2
Moody 101
14:00 - Consumer Identity Theft 101: What You Need To know
- Gary Kasper
The Identity Theft course is designed to explain in detail exactly
all aspects of consumer Identity Theft. The attendees will have the
opportunity to observe how this dangerous crime has grown and
directly affect’s individuals, businesses, and large companies. The
attendees will have the opportunity enter act through various
exercises and learn what identity theft is.

15:00 - Writing Powerful Pentest Reports
- Abhinav Khanna
A penetration testing engagement involves many things, ranging from
the initial recon phase to submitting the final deliverable at the
end of it all, what is called the penetration testing report. Often,
the quality of this final deliverable gets ignored because of the
heavy focus on identifying vulnerabilities. This talk will include
the strategies that can be followed to write effective and powerful
reports, do's and don'ts to be followed when crafting one penetration
testing report.

15:30 - Malware Analysis of Microsoft Excel Documents
- Mercedes Andreacchi
Phishing continues to be one of the primary ways threat actors
successfully deliver malicious code to unsuspecting victims. Very
often, the file containing the ill-intended content is a Microsoft
Excel file. The presentation will delve into initial triage of two
malicious Excel files, followed by more technical deep dive into what
"badness" the files contain and how to extract indicators of
compromise that can benefit the greater community.

Track 2
Moody 101
16:00 - Beat'em at Their Own Game - Darkweb Intelligence
- Saurabh Chaudhary
Catch threats before they become incidents, having said that darkweb
is the first place where your organization’s breached data usually
lands.
Darkweb threats are rising exponentially, threat actors progressively
gather across the dark web to coordinate, plan, and launch attacks.
We can leverage Darkweb as a source for vital and invaluable
actionable intelligence to be used to presciently fight against
adversaries, and we can use the intelligence to substantially reduce
loss.

16:30 - Know the Environment Better Than Devs, how network data
can power visibility, detection, and response programs for
securing cloud workloads
In this talk, we explore how network data can be utilized to secure
cloud workloads. We will walk through practical deployment approaches
and scenarios for gathering and utilizing network data in cloud
environments. We will also show concrete examples of how data plane
visibility gained from network data can materially improve the
visibility, detection, and response capabilities of security teams
responsible for cloud workloads.
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Track 3
Moody 102

10:00 - Stop Trying to be a
Unicorn!
- Chip Thornsburg
What do you really need to do to
break into the cyber security field?
In a world that focuses on that “one”
individual or that “one” company as a
measure of success, where do you
start? What formal education and
certifications really pay off when
trying to join the cyber workforce?

10:00 - Read the Room
- Kirsten Renner
Imagine if interviewers would apply emotional intelligence, fairly,
to every interview, eliminating bias and giving candidates a fair
chance to show their capabilities.
Beyond compliance measures and the basic measuring of required
skills, we need to get to the root of the ultimate qualifier:
WILLINGNESS AND ABILITY, and eliminate behaviors that create extra
challenge to individuals who are battling invisible obstacles like
neurodiversity.

Track 3
Moody 102

11:30 - JavaScript Obfuscation—It’s All About the P-a-c-k-e-r-s
- Or Katz
The usage of JavaScript obfuscation techniques have become prevalent
in today’s threats, from phishing, Magecart and supply chain
injection to malware droppers. This presentation will introduce a
technique that focuses on the detection of JavaScript packers in
order to detect obfuscated files.

13:00 - Spilling the Beans: How to Spot a Bad Pentest
- Qasim Ijaz
Do you want to get more out of your consulting partners or received a
pentest report that does not line up with your expectations? Come
join us as we spill the beans and disclose how the (halal) sausage is
made. We will discuss pentesting from the perspective of both the
client and the consultant. If you're looking to land a job at a
consultancy, this talk is for you too. As we peel the curtain and
talk through real-world examples, everyone walks out with the magic
sauce.

14:00 - Utilizing Your Skill Sets and Opening New Opportunities
from a Different Perspective
- Annabelle Klosterman
Empowering women and minorities to shift their mindset in order to
maximize their full potential as cybersecurity professionals. Women
and minorities are less likely to pursue opportunities which they
believe they are not fully qualified for due to a critical difference
in mindset. We introduce a different approach to viewing and applying
your skill sets which will open up more opportunities for you to
excel in the field.

15:00 - Awakened Training
- Adam Scchrage
Training has become something that is a necessity but that doesn't
mean it has to be boring. With the right person and the right
imagination training can be entertaining.
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Crypto Puzzle
Puzzle Master: Carl Mehner
Location: Online, Discord Channel #crypto-puzzle
Time: 09:00-16:00
Try your hand at deciphering this year's challenge! There are ten
puzzles in all, how many can you complete during the day?

Registration Required: Yes! Registration Link will be provided the
day of - in person and in Discord.
Requirements: Internet access and a sharp mind to find creative ways
to decrypt secret messages.

Lock Picking Village
Presented By: Josh James, Nathan, Jason Merideth
Location: Stairwell
Time: 09:30-17:00
We will set up multiple stations to teach introduction to lockpicking
as well as physical security bypasses. We will also bring equipment
for participants to gain a familiarity or basic understanding of to
utilize in physical security operations.

BSides SATX + Secure Coding Tournament
Presented By: Secure Code Warrior (returning for a third year in a
row!)
Location: Online, Discord Channel #secure-coding-ctf
Secure Code Warrior brings you a defensive security-based tournament
from a developer's perspective. The tournament allows you to test
your skill against the other participants in a series of vulnerable
code challenges that ask you to identify a problem, locate insecure
code, and fix a vulnerability. You don’t need extensive programming
knowledge as this will be a great way to learn the foundations and
intermediates of leveraging code that is not only functional but is
also secure. You can find the tournament step-by-step guide here:
https://youtu.be/o8XhKK_eOOs The tournament is run virtually so you
can join through your laptop from the most convenient location and
time. It should take only a few hours, drop-in as you see fit during
the duration of the event to complete all the challenges and win
prizes!
Time: 09:00 - 16:00 CST
Registration Required: Yes, through Eventbrite.
Requirements:
• Register for the Secure Code Warrior platform here: https://
discover.securecodewarrior.com/BSidesSATX.html
• Check your email for confirmation and access the unique link to
create your profile.
• Once logged in: click “Tournaments”
• Join the BSides SATX Secure Coding Tournament
• The Secure Code Warrior platform will be open before and after the
tournament, so feel free to practice in the “Training” tab
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ClearedJobs.Net Resume Review
Location: UC Sponsor Hall
Time: 11:00-15:00
Are you looking for a new job? Not quite sure if your resume will get
you that next job? Or maybe just can't get past the resume selection
process? If any of this applies, then make sure you stop by
ClearedJobs.Net's sponsor table between 11am-3pm and bring your
resume! They will be providing complimentary resume reviews to help
you find your next job!

Pwning Web Apps – An Intro to Web App Pentesting
Presented By: Phillip Wylie
Location: Alumni Conference Room
Time: 09:00-11:00
In this intro to web application penetration testing workshop,
participants will learn the basics of web application penetration
testing including; methodology, tools, techniques, and resources. The
skills taught in this workshop are valuable to aspiring bug hunters
for use in bug bounties.

Registration Required: None required.
Laptop requirements:
● VirtualBox or VMware.
● 20GB of free disk space for virtual machines (VMs)
● Kali Linux (downloadable here: https://www.kali.org/get-kali/
#kali-virtual-machines)
● Participants should install VirtualBox or VMware prior to the
workshop.

Malware Traffic Analysis Workshop
Presented By: Brad Duncan
Location: UC Conference Room B
Time: 09:00-5:00
This training provides a foundation for investigating packet captures
(pcaps) of malicious network traffic. It begins with basic
investigation concepts, setting up Wireshark, and identifying victims
in network traffic. Participants learn the characteristics of malware
infections and other suspicious network traffic. This training
concludes with an evaluation designed to give participants experience
in writing an incident report.
Registration Required: None required.
Requirements for participants:
● A laptop, preferably with a non-Windows OS: a Windows laptop
using a virtual machine running Linux will work for this.
● A recent version of Wireshark, at least version 3.4.x or later.
● An Internet connection to download the pcaps used for this
workshop. (Limited amount of borrowable thumb drives will be
provided with the material for anyone who's having connectivity
issues)

The Value of Tabletop Exercises
Presented By: Rod Dodson
Location: UC Conference Room C
Time: 09:00-11:00
Incident Response Tabletop exercise designed to identify the value of
exercising tabletops to improve responses.
Registration Required: None
Requirements:
Audience participation in tabletop exercise with all parts scripted,
with room for free flowing response.
This will be up to 5 members participating in the tabletop exercise.
Only a half day and the table/chairs are required, maximum
participation from the 5 members, audience welcome and can ask
questions after the tabletop.
Only one round will be run.

Pen-testing Cloud REST APIs
Presented By: Rodney Beede
Location: UC Conference Room C
Time: 13:00-17:00
Participants will practice how to perform authZ and fuzzing against
real cloud REST APIs. Looking at OpenStack and Google (AWS does not
allow public pen tests) environments including how to test IAM.
This will be a guided lab with participants following along.
Registration Required: Yes, through Eventbrite.
Requirements:
Each participant will need to bring:
● Laptop
● Wireless mouse
● Burp Suite community (or professional) software
installed

Community Tables
University Center 2F

The Pwn School Project
The Pwn School Project is a free education organization providing
training in the subject for ethical hacking aka penetration testing.
The Pwn School Project or Pwn School for short was founded to provide
much need training that can be hard to find or too expensive for most
people. Pwn School sessions are taught by the founder Phillip Wylie
and members of the local hacking and cyber security community. Pwn
School holds monthly meetings in Dallas and Denton, TX.

SATXHackers
We are a loose association of individuals. We are an open
organization interested in furthering minor menace and mayhem –
within the limits of the penal system of course. We want to grow the
community. Every month we discuss new methods, discuss old methods,
where anybody can present on almost anything - such as hardware,
hacking, forensics, general security, and the eccentricities of the
field in general.

